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1.  Access 
 

The data used for this paper were prepared in the U.S. Census Bureau’s secure computing 
facilities under an authorized project. The exact analysis files, including inputs, data, programs, 
and outputs, have been maintained at the Census Bureau and are consistent with the programs 
and public-use inputs that we are making available. We grant any researchers with an appropriate 
Census-approved project permission to use our exact research files provided that those files were 
among the ones that they requested when the approval was obtained (a Census Bureau 
requirement). We release this statement of cooperation to any researcher who requests it, as well 
as to the U.S. Census Bureau or any agency cooperating with the Census Bureau in supervising 
research that uses the restricted-access data that we have used. 

 
We accessed these data under the authorization of an internal project at the Census 

Bureau. The restricted-access data at the core of our individual-level analysis are the 
Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) Infrastructure Files, the 2000 Decennial 
Census long form, and the American Community Survey (ACS).1 Interested researchers should 
reference this paper as part of the LEHD Infrastructure Files project, under the “hurricanes” 
workspace, and also by CES Discussion Paper CES 15-21r (Groen, Kutzbach, and Polivka, 
2016). The programs included in the documentation are specific to how the files are named and 
structured for an internal project. The recommendations for an external project are similar, 
though some datasets have different names, organization, and variables. 

 
Our analysis is maintained on the Integrated Research Environment in the project space 

ip00538. On the server, we have organized our files in the following directories: 

 inputs (source files as well as some pre-processing programs) 

 data (intermediate datasets and the estimation sample) 

                                                            
† U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.  E-mail: Groen.Jeffrey@bls.gov. 
 Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.  E-mail: mkutzbach@fdic.gov.  
‡ U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.  E-mail: Polivka.Anne@bls.gov. 
1 This research uses data from the Census Bureau’s Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics Program, which 
was partially supported by the following National Science Foundation Grants SES-9978093, SES-0339191 and ITR-
0427889; National Institute on Aging Grant AG018854; and grants from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. 
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 programs (SAS code for sample construction and Stata code for model estimation) 

 outputs (tabular and graphical output for our paper) 
Note that this structure does not correspond with our file structure for running these programs or 
the file paths embedded in the programs. Further, file paths on Census Bureau servers are subject 
to change. As a result, anyone accessing these files and seeking to run any of the programs will 
need to make copies and update the program file paths to be consistent with their project space.  

 
In case it is not possible to obtain access to our workspace, a researcher could seek access 

to equivalent files by applying to the Census Bureau for access in the Federal Statistical 
Research Data Centers (FSRDC). The Center for Economic Studies describes the steps 
researchers must take to apply for access.2 A researcher must request the following files: 

 LEHD Snapshot (S2014, or latest available). For documentation on the snapshot, 
which is derived from the LEHD Infrastructure Files, see Vilhuber (2018). For 
background on LEHD, see Abowd et al. (2009). A project must satisfy the Title 13 
criteria for access. In addition, one set of files would also require approval under Title 26 
by the Internal Revenue Service. Specifically, the place of residence data in the 
Individual Characteristics File is largely sourced from tax-return information and requires 
Title 26 approval. For the files listed below, “zz” indicates data for a listed state, by 
postal abbreviation. Access to LEHD files is not provided by year, but this analysis used 
data only from 2003 through 2012. The request should be for all available states.  

o Job History Files (JHF) 
 ehf/zz/jhf_zz 

o Employer Characteristics File (ECF) 
 ecf/zz/ecf_zz_seinunit 
 ecf/zz/ecf_zz_sein 

o Individual Characteristics File (ICF) – place of residence data 
 icft26/us/icf_us_addresses 

 2000 Decennial Census long form.  
o Person file 
o PIK-crosswalk file 

 American Community Survey.  
o Person files: 2003, 2004, and 2005 
o PIK-crosswalk file: 2003, 2004, and 2005 

 
The public-use input data for this project are available from the authors (contact the first 

author by email). These data include geographic files on damage as well as economic data and 
estimates for local areas. A researcher may find these files useful whether or not they also need 
to access the confidential microdata.  

 
                                                            
2 See “How to Apply.” https://www.census.gov/ces/rdcresearch/howtoapply.html [accessed March 4, 2019]. 
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2.  Data 
 
This section summarizes the input and output data for this project. For details on each 

file, please refer to the discussion below on programs for the restricted-access data or to the 
accompanying README documents, which describe the public-use files and any related code 
that we have provided.  

 
Restricted-access data are grouped by source and labeled by the actual name of the file, 

as referenced in code. Where not specified, files are SAS datasets, with the .sas7bdat suffix. 

 LEHD Infrastructure Files. For more background on LEHD, see Abowd et al. (2009). 
For more information on specific files, see Vilhuber (2018), which describes the FSRDC 
versions of files and also discusses the infrastructure versions. For the files listed below, 
“zz” indicates data for a listed state, by postal abbreviation. This project uses jobs data 
from 2003 quarter 3 to 2012 quarter 3. The project includes files for all states except for 
Massachusetts, which was not available. Data for Arizona and the District of Columbia 
were not complete in all years. The project does not use files for federal workers sourced 
from the Office of Personnel Management.  

o phf_zz_b Person History Files (PHF) 
o ecf_zz_sein Employer Characteristics File (ECF) – employers 
o ecf_zz_seinunit Employer Characteristics File (ECF) – establishments 
o cpr_us_licf_2002 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2002 residences 
o cpr_us_licf_2003 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2003 residences 
o cpr_us_licf_2004 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2004 residences 
o cpr_us_licf_2005 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2005 residences 
o cpr_us_licf_2006 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2006 residences 
o cpr_us_licf_2007 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2007 residences 
o cpr_us_licf_2008 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2008 residences 
o cpr_us_licf_2009 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2009 residences 
o cpr_us_licf_2010 Composite Person Record (CPR) – 2010 residences 

 2000 Decennial Census long form. Note that the housing unit files are referenced in the 
code, but the analysis does not use any information from the housing unit files. 

o pik_per Sample Census Edited File (SCEF) – 2000 Census long form, person file 
o pik_per_uniqpik Sample Census Edited File (SCEF) – 2000 Census long form, 

unique person file (unique by PIK) 
o hu Sample Census Edited File (SCEF) – 2000 Census long form, housing unit file 

 American Community Survey. Note that the housing unit files are referenced in the 
code, but the analysis does not use any information from the housing unit files.  

o p0621_us American Community Survey (ACS) – 2003 person file 
o p0601_us American Community Survey (ACS) – 2004 person file 
o p0915_us American Community Survey (ACS) – 2005 person file 
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o crosswalk_acs2003 American Community Survey (ACS) – 2003 PIK crosswalk 
o crosswalk_acs2004 American Community Survey (ACS) – 2004 PIK crosswalk 
o crosswalk_acs2005 American Community Survey (ACS) – 2005 PIK crosswalk 
o h0621_us American Community Survey (ACS) – 2003 housing unit file 
o h0601_us American Community Survey (ACS) – 2004 housing unit file 
o h0915_us American Community Survey (ACS) – 2005 housing unit file 

 Analysis sample. The main output from the SAS programs described below is the 
following analysis files used for summaries in SAS and Stata.  

o sample_analysis SAS file used to produce summary statistics in the program 
hurrmacros3.sas, module run_eval, described below 

o sample_fullgeo SAS file used to produce summary statistics for the potential 
control and the alternative controls in the program hurrmacros3.sas, module 
run_eval, described below 

o sample_analysis.csv comma-delimited file used in Stata for estimation programs 
described below 

 
Public-use data are grouped by source or function and labeled in bold print by the 

directory we have provided along with this data availability document. These file sets each 
include a README text file that goes into greater depth on the provenance of the files and 
describes programs we used to prepare them for input to the analysis or for direct use in the 
paper. 

 county characteristics County characteristics used in the propensity-score model 
o Percent employed in 2005:2 
o Unemployment rate in 2004 
o Housing-price change from 2000:2 to 2005:2 
o Population change from 2000 to 2005 

 treatment and control areas County lists by state and county FIPS code 
o Treatment counties: groups2.csv (variable: treat) contains the county codes for the 

63 treatment counties 
o Matched control counties: psc_remUS5.csv contains 287 counties in 28 states 
o Alternate control counties: groups2.csv contains county lists for the Weak Cities, 

Upland South, and Coastal Plain county groups 

 FEMA GIS damage data referenced as FEMA (2005) and provided to us by Ron Jarmin 
and Javier Miranda 

o rs_katrina_10sep05_1000.zip gives damage information for Hurricanes Rita and 
Katrina, with flooded areas assumed to be minor damage 

o katrina_receded_flood_11sep05_1000.zip gives damage information for 
Hurricane Katrina, with flooded areas assumed to be major damage 

 HUD county damage data referenced as HUD (2006) 
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o housing_damage_Feb2006_5st_treat.xlsx gives tabulations of damaged and 
occupied housing units by county for Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Wilma  

 OES analysis wages overall in local areas and by industry sector 
o Determine MSAs associated with treatment and control counties 
o Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) data for share of MSA 

employment in treatment/control counties 
o Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) data for wage trends in treatment and 

control areas overall and by industry 
o Share of employment in the treatment and control areas represented by counties 

used in the OES analysis 

 other data datasets used in Section 6 of our paper (Local Labor-Market Dynamics) as 
well as for adjusting quarterly earnings data  

o Consumer Price Index (CPI) file for inflation adjustment of quarterly earnings 
o Population trends in treatment and control areas – intercensal and postcensal 

annual population estimates 
o Employment trends in treatment and control areas – custom tabulations from 

LEHD’s Quarterly Workforce Indicators (QWI) for treatment and matched 
control areas by all sectors and by industry sector 

 
3.  Programs 
 

We assembled the estimation sample with a series of SAS programs described here and 
available from the authors (contact the first author by email). The program control_hurr.sas is a 
wrapper for running modules of code. A module is switched “on” by setting the indicator to the 
value “1”. The program sets a vintage for the version of inputs and code that were run. The final 
vintage used for results in this paper is referred to as “hurr_14”. The program sets file paths that 
assume the code is being run on a specific server and designates a workspace labeled 
DATAWORK in the code for all outputs. The full file paths are partially redacted for the LEHD 
and Research2 servers. The program specifies that module-specific .log and .lst files should be 
stored in a directory “loglst”. The program includes the three macro files, described below, and 
runs only the portions of them that have been turned on as described above.  

 
The first macro code file, hurrmacros1.sas, was designed to be used on the Research2 

server. To run this file, the research2 libraries in control_hurr.sas would need to be 
uncommented and updated to active paths on the server where the data are located. The code 
includes three modules. The first module, run_acs, queries the ACS and 2000 Census long form 
files, extracts a survey sample of persons with demographic and household characteristics, and 
links them with administrative-record identifiers, or Protected Identification Keys (PIK). The 
2000 Census files already have a PIK attached to person records. PIKs were assigned by the 
Person Identification Validation System at the Census Bureau (Wagner and Layne, 2014). Only 
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records with a PIK are retained, and only one record is retained for each PIK (in cases where 
multiple survey records map to the same PIK). The second module, run_cpr, queries the 
Composite Person Record (CPR) and retrieves residence locations for each PIK in the survey 
sample from 2002 to 2010. The third module, run_popweights, calculates person-weights so 
that population counts from the survey sample are equivalent to estimated counts from public-
use data. The first step is to compute the number of records in the survey sample by a joint set of 
age, sex, and race/ethnicity categories. The public-use estimate of the count for each of the same 
categories is derived from the ACS Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) for 2005, among 
persons age 25 to 59. For each combination of the categories, a Weight Correction Factor is 
calculated as the PUMS record count divided by the survey sample record count. This macro 
code file results in four data files used in later processing: DATAWORK.sample_pop, 
DATAWORK.sample_pik, DATAWORK.sample_cpr, and DATAWORK.popweights.  

 
The second macro code file, hurrmacros2.sas, was designed to be used on the LEHD 

production server. To run this file, the lehd1 libraries in control_hurr.sas would need to be 
uncommented. The code includes a single module, run_lehd1, that queries the LEHD 
Infrastructure Files. The code could be modified to retrieve the same data from the LEHD 
Snapshot, described above. See Abowd et al. (2009) and Vilhuber (2018) for summaries of the 
files listed here. Longitudinal variables are sometimes referred to by qtime, a quarter index that 
begins in 1985 quarter 1. The 2005 hurricanes occurred in 2005:3, or a qtime of 83.  

 
The module starts by consolidating the state-level Person History Files (PHF), which 

include a record for each earnings spell of a person (by PIK) with an employer (by SEIN), along 
with a job spell identifier (spell_u2w), the quarterly earnings at the employer, the Unit-to-
Worker (U2W) imputation draws for multi-unit employers, and successor/predecessor 
information on employer identifier transitions. We use a process known as the Person History 
Enhanced Across SEIN and Non-SEIN Transitions (PHEASANT). The PHEASANT is a code-
base on the LEHD production server developed by Stephen Tibbets in May 2013 that references 
the PHF. It takes these successor/predecessor transitions into account when calculating a 
worker’s job spell duration and earnings at an employer. The PHEASANT also calculates total 
quarterly earnings and identifies the highest-earning job in a quarter. The employer with the 
highest pre-storm earnings is given by dm_fid82, with firm earnings fe82, spell earnings e82, 
and total earnings te82.  

 
We retain only spells for persons in the survey sample, linked by PIK. We identify the 

highest-earning job of a worker in the quarter before the storm (2005:2) and require that the job 
also extends into the next quarter (2005:3). We retain the quarterly earnings history for the 
worker at that highest-earning job and at all other jobs combined, as well as the listed 
establishment, or for multi-unit employers the establishment drawn in the first implicate of the 
U2W model. We also identify employers at a worker’s highest-earning jobs held in three later 
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quarters (2006:2, or qtime=86; 2008:2, 94; and 2012:2, 110) and use those to track the 
distribution of workers across industries (Table A8). Lastly, we construct an indicator variable 
for whether a person had any earnings in a quarter. The datasets retained are 
DATAWORK.sample_phf, DATAWORK.sample_job86, DATAWORK.sample_job94, 
DATAWORK.sample_job110, and DATAWORK.sample_b.  

 
After assembling the earnings histories, the module extracts establishment information 

from the Employer Characteristics File (ECF) for all establishments and employers in each of 
four quarters. Employer characteristics are queried for both the quarter before the storms 
(qtime=82) and the three later quarters used to track industry outcomes (86, 94, and 110). 
Characteristics include an establishment’s size, location, ownership type, and industry. 
Occasionally, the ECF establishment information is incomplete. When information cannot be 
obtained from the referenced quarter, the process then queries the previous quarter and lastly 
turns to the employer-level data and imputations. The datasets retained are 
DATAWORK.sample_seinunit82, DATAWORK.sample_seinunit86, 
DATAWORK.sample_seinunit94, and DATAWORK.sample_seinunit110. 

 
The third macro code file, hurrmacros3.sas, was designed to be used on the RDC1 

server. To run this file, the rdc1 libraries in control_hurr.sas would need to be uncommented 
and updated to active paths on the server where the data are located. The code includes six 
modules. The first module, run_cprweights, calculates adjustment factors for the likelihood of a 
person in the survey sample linking to the place-of-residence data. A later module will drop 
persons who do not match to place of residence, so our analysis re-weights the remaining records 
so that the population distribution by a set of demographic characteristics is unchanged. We 
estimate a logistic model that explains having at least a county of residence in 2005, using 
categories of age, sex, and race/ethnicity. We retain the predicted probability, or propensity 
score, for each person to have an observed residence from this model. The propensity scores are 
retained in DATAWORK.cprweights.  

 
The second module, run_samplejoin, joins together all data at the worker-level. We 

merge the survey sample together with (in order of reference in the code): 

 Place of residence in 2005 (by PIK),  

 Weight correction factors from PUMS (by age, sex, race/ethnicity),  

 Geographic information (by place of residence county in 2005) including: 
o treatment-area indicator (see Figure 1 and Figure A2, panel A)  
o county-level damage from HUD (2006) 
o QCEW data 
o alternative control counties (Coastal Plain, Upland South, or Weak Cities) 

 2000 Commuting Zones and status of residing in the treatment area (by place of residence 
county and year), 
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 Earnings and job spell history, quarterly employment status, place-of-residence 
propensity scores (by PIK), 

 Establishment and employer information (by quarter, employer, and U2W establishment) 
for qtimes of 82, 86, 94, and 110, 

 Detailed damage data from FEMA (2005) GIS shape files for both: 
o Home (by place of residence census block in 2005) 
o Workplace (by establishment census block in 2005) 

 Consumer Price Index (CPI) for each quarter.  
 
Variables are then recoded for use in analysis, including assigning demographic 

categories, grouping industries, applying the CPI to quarterly earnings, top-coding earnings to 
$500,000, calculating migration indicators, and defining sample restrictions. The PUMS-based 
weight correction factors and the propensity scores for the place-of-residence data model are 
combined (divide weight correction factor by propensity score) to obtain the sample weights 
used for our analysis. Data for the resulting file is DATAWORK.sample_full.  

 
The third module, run_countychars, computes county-level aggregates used for the 

propensity score model for selecting a matched control. This module summarizes the worker data 
(for those age 25 to 59 and employed at the time of the storm) and also brings in data on county 
population growth, housing price growth, and labor force data. The county-level output file is 
DATAWORK.countychars. 

 
At this point, the SAS sequence must be interrupted to run the control selection model in 

Stata. This program, pscore_remUS5.do, uses the county-level output as its input. We drop 
persons with a 2005 residence in Arizona, the District of Columbia, or Massachusetts, which 
were not available in LEHD for the complete study period. We drop persons with a 2005 
residence in Florida, Alaska, Hawaii, or Puerto Rico, as well 21 counties in the DC metropolitan 
area, where we have limited coverage due to the high share of federal workers. We also require 
that a county has at least 150 workers. The propensity score model explains factors associated 
with treatment status for a county using the summarized worker-level and county-level variables 
(see Table A1). The program outputs psc_remUS5.csv, a list of the counties selected for the 
matched control. The set of counties in the treatment area, the matched control, and the 
alternative controls are listed in the files groups2.csv (the treatment and alternative controls) and 
psc_remUS5.csv (the matched control).  

 
The fourth module, run_sampout, prepares the estimation file for analysis. It reads in the 

matched control county list, psc_remUS5.csv, and identifies persons in those listed counties as 
being in the matched control. The analysis sample consists of those age 25 to 59 and employed at 
the time of the storm who reside in county within either the treatment or matched control. We 
retain this person file, DATAWORK.sample_analysis, and use it for summary statistics and to 
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construct a CSV file for subsequent analysis in Stata. We also retain 
DATAWORK.sample_fullgeo, which retains all workers in our matching frame and those in 
the alternative controls, also for summary statistics. The fifth module, run_eval, computes 
summary statistics describing the analysis sample and the matching frame, used in Tables 1, A2, 
A3, A8, A11, and A12, as well as other values referenced in the text. The sixth and final module, 
run_stata, writes out the analysis sample file for use in Stata, as sample_analysis.csv. It also 
produces a 10-percent test sample for code development.  

 
The estimation programs in Stata each have a similar structure. The primary input file is 

sample_analysis.csv. Each program defines a variable treated, which is 1 for the treatment 
sample and 0 for the control sample (either the matched control sample or one of the alternate 
control samples). To prepare for estimation, each program reshapes the dataset from a person-
level file to one in which the unit of observation is a person-quarter (defined by person identifier 
pik and time identifier qtime). The command xtset is used to declare that the data are panel data 
and ready for Stata’s panel-data commands. The programs create variables that are needed in the 
estimation, such as dummy variables for quarters (or groups of quarters), dummy variables for 
the interaction of treated and qtime, two new earnings variables for the earnings decomposition, 
variables for the damage categories, and variables for subgroups. Regression models of earnings 
are estimated using the xtreg command with the fixed-effects option and clustering standard 
errors according to county of residence in 2005. After the regression models are estimated, charts 
and tables are created with the results. Results were pulled from estimation .log or .gph files and 
incorporated into Tables 2, 3, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7, A9, and A10, as well as Figures 2, 3, 4, A5, 
A6, A7, A8, A9, and A11.  

 
For a complete listing of the source of all results both in the text and in tables and figures, 

see the file programs-used-for-results-in-paper.xlsx. For work done with restricted-access 
data, the file lists a result (e.g., Table 1) and the program used to produce it (e.g., 
hurrmacros3.sas). For work done with public-use data or with already-disclosed results, the file 
lists a README text file that describes a set of data and programs used to produce the result.  
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